Poly-Ge/poly-CdSe thin-film circuits for on-glass integrated driving of flat-panel displays
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have been published. [Note: it is almost impossible to summarize this discussion any further, because it is already very compact. Therefore I refer to the paper I have presented on the 1st CdSe workshop, which was in fact the base for this chapter.]

Morin et al., 1981

Oldest poly-Si driver circuit. Typical scanner. Uses memory capacitor for each column. Prone to image bending. As far as I know it was never realised.

Malmbarg et al., 1986

MiniGraphics displays. Typical commutator. Analogue driver, analogue grey levels. Driver can be used for fault location. Uses CdSe as semiconductor. Was realised and works.

Tizabi et al., 1986

First CTFT driver using CdSe (and Ge). Uses sample-and-hold modules in column driver. Disadvantage is hysteresis in buffer characteristics, which limits number of grey levels. Very low number of TFTs. Row driver probably not powerful enough to prevent image bending. I suspect the circuit was never realised.

De Rycke et al., 1988

SLB with CdSe. Clocks up to 2 MHz. Digital line memory. Needs parallelism for high resolution.

Ohwada et al., 1988

Commutator with 4 grey levels. TFTs only used as switches. Lots of crossovers in column driver. Powerful but complicated row drivers.

Matsueda et al., 1989

Hybrid scanner-commutator. 8-fold parallelism. Extremely redundant design (all pixels addressed via 2 totally independent ways). Driver circuit can be used for fault detection.

Emoto et al., 1989

Very sophisticated design. Uses parallelism without requiring pre-processing of video data. Analog RGB input. Surprisingly low number of TFTs per column.

R. Stewart et al., 1990

SLB driver with 32 grey levels. 100-fold parallelism. Uses chopped ramp type DAC’s. Complicated circuitry to be realised in thin-film technology.

Others

Some references to other interesting papers.

Summarizing table

This table systematically summarizes the most interesting features of the referenced driver circuits.

Solutions for the image bending problems with scanners

Leaving more time between consecutive lines is the classic way to do this. A more elegant approach would be to cut the gate lines in half and use two line scanners: the right one being delayed by half a line period compared to the left one. The only disadvantage is the fact that redundancy by two-sided addressing is no longer possible.

Methods for implementing grey levels

7 different methods for creating grey levels are discussed. One of them is original and uses ON/OFF subframes with different illumination intensity in order to avoid viewing angle dependence. Other methods use intermediate voltages, ON/OFF subframes with different select voltages, resulting in intermediate RMS voltages or (with fast responding LC materials) intermediate light impressions, N equivalent subframes resulting in N+1 possible grey levels, halftoning with extra TFT's or halftoning with capacitive voltage divider.
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   order to optimize performance. A pure heuristic way, in which all possible
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   is far too expensive and too slow. Therefore, preliminary circuit simulations are
   necessary. Because of the large number of simulations that have been carried
   out, only some of the results are presented here.
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   material. Direct addressing becomes too expensive because of the high number of
   interconnections. Active addressing and an integrated static shift register can be
   fabricated with a high yield for such a low number of pixels and is therefore an
   attractive solution.
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   All simulations until now were performed using the SPICE Level 1 Schichmann &
   Hodges MOSFET model. In this chapter I propose a new, semi-heuristic, model that is
   an extension of this simple model, but with which the subthreshold behaviour and the
   superlinear 'linear' region can be described.
4.2 Static current equation

The Schichmann & Hodges current equations are written on one line, using the step function to account for the transitions between the different operating regions. A term representing the shunt resistance \( R_0 \) of a TFT is added. Then, a hyperbolic function with one parameter \( V_c \) (curvature voltage) is introduced to smooth the transitions between the regions. Finally, the squares in the current equation are replaced by the exponent \( \kappa \) in order to model the superlinear behaviour. The transconductance \( \beta \) is replaced by \( B \), the 'preterconductance', and \( \kappa \) is called the 'preterconductance exponent'. The resulting equation is a single-line formula describing the current in all operating regions (including sub-threshold) and requiring only 5 device parameters.

4.3 Dynamic behaviour

If we assume that the quasi-stationary approximation is valid, the dynamic effects can be described by introducing nonlinear terminal capacitances \( C_{GD} \) and \( C_{GS} \). These capacitances are also written as single-line formulas, requiring only three device parameters: \( V_c \), \( V_T \) and \( C_i \), the geometric gate insulator capacitance.

4.4 Implementation in simulation program

The new TFT model was implemented as a macro circuit with 6 parameters in a modern simulation program.

4.5 Parameter extraction and correspondence with measurements

Some algorithms are derived to extract the 6 model parameters from measurements of \( I_{DS}(V_{GS}) \) characteristics. It is illustrated that in this way, it is possible to achieve excellent agreement between model calculations and measurement over a large range of voltages.

4.6 Conclusion: pros and cons of the model

Advantages

- Simpler than Spice level 2 or 3; better than level 1; good subthreshold description, including shunt resistance; single-line formula, easy to implement in macro circuit; continuously derivable formulas, enhancing convergence speed of calculations; only 6 well-defined parameters, no parameter redundancy; easy parameter extraction from measurements; TFT modelled as a real 3-terminal device, no need to play tricks with the substrate potential.

Disadvantages

- Physical interpretation of \( V_c \) and \( \kappa \) is not immediately clear, temperature dependence is not taken into account; often not usable for MOSFET's, because there is no substrate terminal; the hyperbolic function was arbitrarily chosen for reasons of simplicity, probably another function could yield even better results; calculations are more complicated than with the SPICE level 1 model and require more CPU time.
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